A computer-aided diagnosis scheme of breast lesion classification using GLGLM and shape features: Combined-view and multi-classifiers.
To address high false-positive results of FFDM issue, we make the first effort to develop a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) scheme to analyze and distinguish breast lesions. The breast lesion regions were first segmented and depicted on FFDM images from 106 patients. In this work, 11 gray-level gap-length matrix texture features and 12 shape features were extracted form craniocaudal view and mediolateral oblique view, and then Student's t-test, Fisher-score and Relief-F were introduced to select features. We also investigated the effect of three factors, i.e., discretisation, selection methods and classifier methods, of the classification performance via analysis of variance. Finally, a classification model was constructed. Spearman's correlation coefficient analysis was conducted to assess the internal relevance of features. The proposed scheme using Student's t-test achieved an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) value of 0.923 at 512 bins. The AUC values are 0.884, 0.867, 0.874 and 0.901 for the low gray-level gaps emphasis (LGGE), solidity, extent, and the combined set, respectively. Solidity and extent depicts the correlation coefficient of 0.86 (P < 0.05). We present a new CAD scheme based on the contribution of the significant factors. The experimental results demonstrate that the presented scheme can be used to successfully distinguish breast carcinoma lesions and benign fibroadenoma lesions in our FFDM dataset and the MIAS dataset, which may provide a CAD method to assist radiologists in diagnosing and interpreting screening mammograms. Moreover, we found that LGGE, solidity and extent features show great potential for breast lesion classification.